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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
American families without a bank account live
in a dangerous financial world.1 Lacking access
to government-insured savings or opportunities to
build credit, they not only incur risks of theft, fraud
and loss, but by using alternative financial service
(AFS) providers such as check cashers or payday
lenders, they also become prey to expensive
predatory products and services that make it harder
for them to achieve financial security. Prior research
by the Pew Health Group (PHG) on California families
confirms the widely shared view that having a bank
account generally provides access to basic financial
services at a lower cost than using AFS.2
To reduce these risks and costs, PHG’s Financial
Security Portfolio has helped unbanked households
open a safe and affordable bank account as the first
step in joining the financial mainstream. The PHG
Safe Banking Opportunities Project provided
research and technical assistance to help more than
50 cities and localities kick off “Bank On” programs
that bring together banks, local government and
community groups to promote responsible bank
account ownership. More recently, we investigated
the products and services that banks might provide
to attract and serve more unbanked individuals.3
In 2009, we began an in-depth study of the financial
behaviors of similarly situated unbanked and banked
low-income families to inform policy solutions that
would bring more Americans into the financial
mainstream. This is the first report from a multi-phase
survey of 1,000 banked and 1,000 unbanked households
in greater Los Angeles, randomly selected from eight
low-income study areas for in-person interviews at
several intervals over the course of a year (July 2009
to July 2010). Our findings from the first wave, or phase,
of this study suggest several policy directions for
further investigation to help unbanked families shift
to the safer world of the banked. The data shows
different patterns of financial behavior between the
Banked and the Unbanked in our study. Moreover,
it reveals that the Banked and Unbanked further

segment into distinct sub-groups based on their
usage of financial services and providers: a banked
only group, a cross-over group that has bank
accounts but also uses AFS, an unbanked AFS-only
group, and an unbanked cash economy group that
uses cash only.

Banked Only: households with at least one
bank account that use banks for all financial
services and transactions.
Cross-Over: households with at least one
bank account that regularly use non-bank
providers for some financial services or
transactions (sometimes popularly referred
to as “underbanked”).
AFS Only: households that do not have
a bank account and rely on non-bank
alternative financial service providers for
financial services or transactions.
Cash Economy: households that do not
have a bank account and conduct all
their financial dealings in cash.

We found some demographic differences between
the two groups. The banked respondents in our study
are older (40 years) on average than their unbanked
counterparts (34.5 years). Both types of respondents
are likely to be foreign born (65% for the Banked and
69% for the Unbanked), but each has resided in the
United States for many years (21 years on average for
the Banked, 14 for the Unbanked). Members of both
groups tend to be employed in similar non-technical
professions and have similar unemployment rates
(12–13%), but the Banked earn higher wages and
salaries (an average of $29,400 annually compared to
an average of $17,300 for the Unbanked). With average
family sizes of 4.4 and 4.7 persons, respectively, this
puts the Banked just above the federal poverty line,
and the Unbanked below it. Close to two-thirds of the
Banked (60%) have completed high school, compared
to less than half (48%) of the Unbanked (Appendix A).
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
• Having a bank account correlates with saving. All the neighborhoods surveyed are low income.
Still, more than twice as many Banked (24%) as Unbanked (11%) report they are earning enough to pay
their bills and save for the future. The Banked are more likely to save no matter what form their income
takes—direct deposit, check or cash. About half of all surveyed, Banked or Unbanked, are making
enough to pay bills but not to save.
• How workers are paid strongly influences banking status. Direct deposit requires a bank account,
but payment by check also strongly correlates with being banked. The Unbanked are twice as likely as
the Banked to be paid in cash on their primary job.
• The low-income Banked maintain long-term banking relationships. More than two-thirds have
been banked five years or more, overwhelmingly with a single institution. Forty percent have been
banked more than 10 years. Being charged fees without explanation is the major reason cited by
the Banked that would cause them to leave their current bank.
• About one-third of the Banked also use AFS. Sixty-three percent of the banked population uses
banking institutions exclusively, while the rest turn to check cashers, supermarkets, liquor stores and
other AFS providers in addition to banks. Of these cross-over, or “underbanked,” users, 78% use AFS
services at least once a month.
• Most Unbanked have never had a bank account. Nearly two-thirds (63%) of unbanked respondents
in this study have never had a bank account. Almost one-quarter of the Unbanked (22%) previously had
an account, but later opted to close it and remain unbanked. Some Unbanked (9%) previously had an
account, but say they cannot now qualify for one.4 Three percent of those unbanked in the United States
had bank accounts in another country.
• Many of the Unbanked conduct their financial transactions exclusively in cash.
Almost one-third (29%) of the surveyed Unbanked exist in the cash economy. As discussed below, we
conservatively estimate there are at least a million unbanked persons in the Los Angeles Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA), making the cash economy segment some 300,000 strong. The other two-thirds
of the Unbanked rely on AFS providers for financial transactions.
• Members of the cash economy segment “save” by remitting. Even though the Banked earn
more on average than the Unbanked, those in the cash economy group send as much or more money
to their families abroad each month than the Banked, while those in the AFS-only group remit the
least on average.
• All respondents tend to like and trust the financial provider they have. The Banked are
not more satisfied than the Unbanked. Those in the cash economy segment trust banks more than
AFS providers, though they use neither. Most of these respondents, particularly Latinos, do not
place high trust in credit unions.
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INTRODUCTION
Through research and advocacy, PHG’s Financial
Security Portfolio helps American families gain
access to safe and affordable financial products
and services that empower them to manage their
money, pay their bills and develop a credit rating.
Our latest and ongoing effort, a multi-phase survey
of 1,000 banked and 1,000 unbanked households
in greater Los Angeles, examines the financial
behavior of these two groups at a level of detail
not previously attained.
The objectives of this study are:
• To identify and measure the financial service needs,
perceptions and behaviors of low-and moderate-income
households in specific neighborhoods of Los Angeles.
This new data will fill a gap in knowledge about the
potential of this population to actively utilize bank
accounts and financial products and services. Our
findings in this study to date demonstrate that
market opportunities do exist, but that there are
significant barriers to market growth. Such
information can help banks and credit unions
develop effective products and services to serve
the unbanked and “underbanked” communities.
• To inform and evaluate the efficacy of publiclyled programs to “bank the unbanked,” especially
Los Angeles’ Bank On programs, which aim to
connect qualified unbanked households to specific
banking opportunities. Half of the households
interviewed in the study are in communities that have
been targeted by a “Bank On” campaign, and half are
in socio-economically similar communities that have
not been targeted. In this study’s final wave, now
in the field, survey takers will assess the impact
of these programs.
• To provide a basis for policy solutions on a local, state
or national scale. Just as this data can help financial
institutions provide for traditionally underserved
sectors of the community, it can also help policy
makers identify legislative or regulatory changes that
support safer and more accessible banking products
and services. Such changes could open regulated
financial institutions to more Americans, providing them
safer and more affordable contexts for building
savings, credit and wealth. The survey reveals the
need for policy intervention and suggests the
benefits that proactive initiatives could confer not
only for these populations but for society at large.

Study Design
For this study, we selected a set of eight low-income
neighborhoods in the City of Los Angeles representing
a mix of banked and unbanked residents. The City
previously had selected four of these areas as targets
for the Bank On Los Angeles campaign because
research had shown that they had a high percentage
of unbanked households. We added to the study four
other neighborhoods with similar socio-economic traits
that were not targets of Bank On Los Angeles, enabling
us to measure, among other things, the effect of that
campaign. We also factored in whether the neighborhood had previously been the subject of industry or
non-profit study yielding additional data that we can
use to corroborate our findings or put them in context.
Maps of the study areas may be found in Appendix D.
While all eight study neighborhoods are low income,
they are geographically and ethnically diverse and
represent a variety of economic segments of Los
Angeles. Some of the neighborhoods have a long
history of red-lining and disinvestment; others are
dynamic immigrant enclaves; others are underutilized
urban spaces experiencing gentrification pressures;
and others are stable, working-class communities.
In selecting these study areas, we attempted to
represent not only a sample of Los Angeles’ low-income
neighborhoods but also a sample of America’s
low-income population.
In these eight neighborhoods, we conducted a
door-to-door survey of households chosen through
a random sampling protocol. Respondents were
targeted to represent 1,000 unbanked households
and 1,000 households with at least one bank account.
The methodology (detailed later in this report) was
designed to reach a population that is often missed
by conventional telephone or online surveys and to
gather a depth of data that phone or online surveys
cannot. We began the first wave of the survey in July
2009. To discern trends or changes of financial
behavior over time, we are resurveying the same
households with a second wave that was fielded
starting in May 2010 and will be completed by
July 2010, with a report to follow later this year.
The study compares the banked and unbanked
groups across several categories, including financial
behavior, economic status and perceptions of the
financial service industry. We divided the banked
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population into two subgroups: households using
only mainstream banks or credit unions (“banked
only”) and households that regularly supplement
their financial transactions with alternative financial
services. Members of the latter population are often
referred to as “underbanked;” we prefer to call them
“cross-overs.” We also divided the unbanked
population between households that transact
with AFS providers like check cashers but not with
banks (“AFS only”) and the sizeable population of
households that operate exclusively with cash (“cash
economy”). Unbanked individuals who previously
had bank accounts were also identified for analysis
(“previously banked”). By digging into the financial
patterns of these sub-segments, we were able to
develop a more nuanced and complete picture of
banking behaviors in low-income neighborhoods.
There are few similarly detailed studies of other
parts of the country to which these findings can be
compared.5 However, we can contrast the results
of this study with those of nationwide surveys of the
Banked and Unbanked, including a recent study by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
with estimated data on the unbanked populations

for the Los Angeles–Long Beach MSA.6 Those
comparisons suggest that prior nationwide surveys
do not exaggerate and if anything understate the
extent to which Angelenos are unbanked, use AFS
services or live in the cash economy. For example,
the FDIC study estimates that in Los Angeles, 25%
of the unbanked population uses only cash; the PHG
survey confirms that the cash economy segment
is 29% of the unbanked population in the survey
neighborhoods. In our next report, we will place
the longitudinal findings of the survey in a larger
context that might help refine local, state and
national understanding of the financial behavior
and needs of society’s urban, low-income sectors.
Additionally, our findings may have specific implications
for other locations with large immigrant populations.7
Although our foreign-born survey respondents have
been in this country over 17 years on average, a large
percentage of them remain outside of the American
financial mainstream. The picture that has begun to
emerge in this study could represent the future of
Atlanta, Raleigh or other cities with growing immigrant
populations. Thus, our policy recommendations
may have particular relevance for these localities.

FIGURE 1

ACCOUNT HISTORY OF THE UNBANKED

3%
3%

Never had an
account anywhere

9%

Had an account but
chose to close it

22%

63%

Had an account but now
can’t get one
Had an account in
another country
Other

SURVEY QUESTION: You said you do not currently have any accounts at a bank or credit union. Which one of the following statements best
describes you?
SURVEY BASE: Total unbanked respondents, N=1,021
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KEY FINDINGS
WHO ARE THE UNBANKED?

• Most of the Unbanked have never had a bank
account. Almost two-thirds of unbanked individuals
in our survey (63%) have never had a bank account.
Thus, they constitute an untapped market for banks.
More than one-fifth (22%) of the Unbanked who have
had accounts have voluntarily left the mainstream
banking system, indicating a high level of customer
dissatisfaction. Some of the Unbanked (9%) were
expelled from their banks and are now unable to get
an account. Only 3% of those unbanked in the United
States were banked in another country (Figure 1).
• About two-thirds of the Unbanked use AFS
exclusively. The most popular AFS service for this
group is bill payment (74%). A smaller, but substantial
group (40%) uses check-cashing services. Other
common transactions at Los Angeles’ AFS providers
by the Unbanked include purchasing prepaid calling
cards (56%) and money orders (51%).
• Nearly one-third of the Unbanked use cash
only. Fully 29% of the surveyed Unbanked live
and transact without the assistance of a bank or an

AFS provider, making the cash economy segment in
Los Angeles’ neighborhoods even larger than previous
national, state or regional estimates.8 Given the size
and demographics of the overall Los Angeles market,9
this suggests that hundreds of thousands of Angelenos
live “off the grid” of the mainstream economy.
• The cash economy remits more than any other
sub-segment, despite having the lowest incomes.
Most unbanked households live below the federal
poverty line, with a median annual income between
$10,000 and $14,999 for a typical family of five.
Unbanked households purchase less housing and
amenities than their banked counterparts, but the cash
economy segment sends similar or greater amounts
of money to their families in other countries than the
banked segment. Remittance services to send money
overseas continue to be highly used in Los Angeles
by both banked (29%) and unbanked (33%) residents.
Average monthly remittance amounts range from
$189 (AFS only) to $238 (cash economy) per transfer.
Members of the cash-only segment make the highest
average monthly transfer, sending nearly $50 per
month more abroad than their unbanked
counterparts who use AFS (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2

REMITTANCES BY SEGMENT

$216

$238

$221
$189

Banked Only

Cross-Over

AFS Only

Cash Economy

Average/month remittance
SURVEY QUESTION: Approximately how much money do you send to family or friends in a typical month?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked remittance respondents, N=250, Total unbanked remittance respondents, N=333
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WHO ARE THE BANKED?

of the Banked patronize a single financial institution.
Their banking relationships are long term: 40% have
been banked more than 10 years, 69% have been
banked for five years or more and 88% have been
banked more than one year (Appendix B). They regularly
use an average of five products or services, including
ATMs, debit cards, checking accounts, check-cashing
services (at either a bank or AFS provider) and savings
accounts (Figure 4). Roughly one-third (34%) of bank
customers in the study’s low-income markets use
credit cards, less than half the national average
(73%).10 Those in the cross-over sub-segment also
are apt to use money order and remittance services.

• Banked families are more financially secure.
While all these respondents are low income, banking
correlates with a somewhat increased income. The
Banked have a median annual income range between
$15,000 and $24,999, while the Unbanked have a median
annual income range between $10,000 and $14,999.
The average estimated monthly expenditures for Banked
households is $1,712, whereas for Unbanked households
it is $1,329, for families averaging 4.4 and 4.7
persons, respectively.
• More of the Banked save than the Unbanked.
More than twice as many banked (24%) as unbanked
(11%) respondents report they are earning enough to
pay their bills and save for the future. About half of
all surveyed, Banked or Unbanked, say they are making
enough to pay bills, but not to save. The Unbanked
say they “cannot make enough money to pay their
bills” at a higher rate (38%) than the Banked (27%)
(Figure 3). Among the Banked, nearly all (91%)
safeguard at least some of their cash savings in a
bank. Nearly half (47%) keep all of their savings in
a bank. The survey did not ask where the Unbanked
keep their savings.

• Many of the Banked also use AFS regularly.
Over one-third (37%) of the Banked willingly and regularly
use AFS to supplement banking services. Our findings
suggest that this cross-over segment is substantially
larger in low-income Los Angeles neighborhoods
than prior national, state or regional estimates indicate.11
Most of the cross-over segment (78%) use AFS at least
once a month, most often (15%) for cashing checks.
• Even if paid in cash, banked persons are
more likely to save. If paid in cash, 88% of the
Unbanked will spend with no intent to save.
Among banked individuals paid in cash, however,
41% will deposit some or all of the wages into
a bank (Figure 9).

• The Banked are loyal bank customers who
consume a variety of bank services. More than 80%
FIGURE 3

PERCEPTIONS OF PERSONAL FINANCIAL HEALTH

I’m making enough to pay bills
and save for the future

24%
11%

49%

I’m making enough money to pay bills
but not to save for future

51%
27%

I’m not making enough to pay regular bills

38%

Banked
Unbanked
SURVEY QUESTION: Which of the following best characterizes your financial situation?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=1,000, Total unbanked respondents, N=1,021
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the remainder are paid by check (75%) or direct deposit
(28%). Those in the cross-over group are generally paid
via check (72%) or direct deposit (25%). AFS-only users
avoid direct deposit but are typically paid by check
(64%). Cash economy respondents are most often
paid in cash (53%) or with checks that they cash
through friends, family or unlicensed third parties.

W H AT C A U S E S A H O U S E H O L D
TO BE BANKED OR UNBANKED?

• Form of household income is a significant
indicator of banking status. Bank accounts strongly
correlate with non-cash payments from employers.
Direct-deposit payment requires the recipient to
maintain a bank account, but payment by check
also strongly correlates with being banked. The
Unbanked are twice as likely to be paid wages in
cash as the Banked. Among the Unbanked, 40%
are paid in cash on their primary job (Figure 5).12
In the banked-only group, 19% are paid in cash;

• Low-income consumers choose a financial
service provider largely on the basis of physical
convenience (Figure 6). The main reason by far for
selecting a financial institution is geographic proximity
(i.e., “located close to where I work or live”). The vast

FIGURE 4

PRODUCT/SERVICE USAGE (BANKED)

81%

ATM

71%

81%

Debit Card

62%

79%

Checking
Account

67%

67%

Check Cashing

62%

60%

Savings Account

55%

26%

Money Order

Remittance

Mean number
of products used:
Banked = 5.5
Previously Banked = 4.5

31%

25%
21%

Banked
Previously Banked

SURVEY QUESTION: Which of the following types of financial products or services do you currently have or use at a [bank or credit
union/at any institution]?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=1,000, Total unbanked/previous banked respondents, N=313
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FIGURE 5

FORM OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME
(See Endnote 12)
21%

Cash

41%

75%

Check

Direct Deposit

Don’t Know

60%

27%
1%

2%
1%

Banked
Unbanked
SURVEY QUESTION: How are you paid in each job? Is it by cash, check or direct deposit to your bank?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=459, Total unbanked respondents, N=356

FIGURE 6

PRIMARY REASON FOR USING PARTICULAR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

Banked

Unbanked (ASF)

TOTAL

TOTAL

Located close to where I live/work

60%

Located close to where I live/work

84%

Has a lot of branches

27%

Open at convenient hours

16%

Has environment I feel comfortable in

19%

Environment

15%

Has employees who speak my native language

17%

Close to where I shop

13%

Recommended by family/friends

13%

Has employees who speak my native language

10%

Bank offered me free checking

13%

Better customer service

9%

SURVEY QUESTION: Thinking of the [financial institution] you are currently using, what were your reasons for selecting this [financial
institution]? Select all that apply.
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=1,000, Total unbanked AFS respondents, N=386
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majority (85%) of unbanked AFS users will patronize a
provider because it is nearby; about two-thirds (64%)
use a check-cashing service within walking distance.
Likewise, most of the Banked (60%) use a particular
branch because it is nearby. One-third (33%) patronize
a bank or credit union within walking distance, and 82%
within a 10-minute drive.

• Respondents who use a financial services
provider—whether a bank or an AFS—tend to
like and trust the type of provider they have.
The Banked and the Unbanked express equally
high satisfaction with their current financial service
provider and distrust the type of provider they do
not patronize (Figure 7). (Among Latinos, who
comprise a majority of our survey population, neither
the Banked nor the Unbanked have high trust in
credit unions.) However, when it comes to courting
the cash economy segment, banks have an advantage.
While the AFS only sub-segment, which already
patronizes AFS providers, trusts check cashers over
banks, the cash economy sub-segment trusts banks
more than check cashers. Although more than 90%
of all respondents had no financial education, more
than 55% were interested in attending a financial
education workshop.

• Members of the cross-over group favor financial
services providers who speak their language. Almost
one-quarter of the cross-over segment (22%) say that
whether bank representatives can transact in their native
language is the primary factor in choosing a bank.
• Hours of operation also affect choice of financial
service provider for the cross-over segment. Among
the cross-over segment, 40% of respondents were “very
likely” to switch to a financial institution that was open
in the evenings or on Sundays. These preferences for
immediate access nearly matched those achieved by
account-based tactics for shifting bank relationships,
such as lowering rates, fees or minimum balances.

• Hidden fees cause consumers to change
financial service providers. Banked respondents
would be most likely to leave their present bank

FIGURE 7

TRUSTWORTHINESS OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

57%

Banks

38%

29%

Credit Unions

25%

% Top 2 Box Scores
(7 pt. scale)

25%

Check Cashers

43%

28%

Supermarkets

38%

8%

Liquor Stores

16%

Banked
Unbanked
SURVEY QUESTION: On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 is “not at all trustworthy” and 7 is “very trustworthy”, how much do you trust the
following types of establishments when it comes to using them for financial services?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=1,000, Total unbanked respondents, N=1,021
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if it started “charging new fees without explanation”
(72%). Another reason was “being treated rudely”
(62%). Respondents were also likely to leave a
bank for “stopping to support one’s culture or
community” (56%). One-third (33%) of the Banked
said they would leave a bank if its employees
only spoke English.

Nearly half (44%) of the Banked had been charged an
overdraft fee in the past year. This figure is more than
double the rate (21%) documented in our statewide
2008 California survey, which included a wider range
of income levels.13 Fully 18% of the Banked in the Los
Angeles neighborhoods surveyed incurred insufficient
funds or overdraft fees three or more times in the past
year. Of those who have overdrafted their account,
nearly three-quarters (72%) “did not know they were
out of money” at the time.

• Low-income customers are severely affected by
overdraft fees and often do not understand them.

FIGURE 8

SAVINGS BEHAVIOR IF FORM OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME IS CHECK

Deposit it all in bank
and spend it from there

73%
3%

Banked
Unbanked

18%

Cash the check at the bank
and spend as needed

Cash the check at check casher
and spend as needed

16%

4%
73%

SURVEY QUESTION: When you get paid by check, what do you do with it?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=350, Total unbanked respondents, N=215

FIGURE 9

SAVINGS BEHAVIOR IF FORM OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME IS CASH

48%

Keep it all and spend as you need it

Banked
Unbanked

Deposit it all in bank
and spend it from there

Keep some and deposit the rest in bank

88%

27%
1%

14%
1%

SURVEY QUESTION: When you get paid in cash, what do you do with it?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=50, Total unbanked respondents, N=135
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B A N K A C C O U N T S C O R R E L AT E
W I T H H I G H E R S AV I N G S I N L O W - I N C O M E
COMMUNITIES

• Payment by direct deposit strongly correlates
with savings. Among the Banked, payment by direct
deposit has a strong correlation to savings behavior.
Even in the current recession, respondents who
are paid via direct deposit save at higher rates
(36%) than their counterparts who are paid by
check (25%) or cash (16%).

• Banked persons paid by check are more likely
to save than unbanked persons paid by check.
Banked individuals are likely (73%) to deposit their
checks in a bank. Many save a portion of their checks,
but 18% simply cash the check at a bank and spend
the money. A few (4%) take it to a check casher.
On the other hand, payment by check does not
encourage savings by the Unbanked. If paid by
check, most Unbanked (73%) will patronize an
AFS provider to cash the check and spend with
no intent to save (Figure 8).

DISCUSSION
The Opportunity for Banks and Credit Unions
The size and density of the underserved Los Angeles
community revealed by this study offers financial
institutions an opportunity to secure relatively substantial
cash deposits in addition to greater fees for transactional
services. At least in Los Angeles, the data suggest
there are thousands more unbanked households than
prior surveys indicate. The FDIC’s 2009 national survey
of the nation’s unbanked population estimated that
they represented 7.7% of the nation’s population and
9.2% of the Los Angeles MSA. These numbers are
much higher in low-income neighborhoods like
those surveyed by PHG, where estimates of the
Unbanked range between 17% and 28%, and perhaps
higher among less-educated individuals and nonEnglish-speaking households.14 Among Los Angeles
County’s population of nearly 10 million persons,
we conservatively estimate there are 1–1.25 million
unbanked individuals.15
The Unbanked represent an emerging, untapped
market for bank services. Some 85% are unbanked
by choice and 63% have never had an account. In
Los Angeles, high-density, low-income neighborhoods
such as those surveyed contain high concentrations
of Unbanked, making them attractive targets for bank
efforts to attract market share. In a number of the City’s
urban communities the “income density” (a metric
that quantifies income relative to area, measuring
local purchasing power) aggregates between
$300,000 and $400,000 per acre, which is three to
four times the regional average.16 Used by retailers
and developers to identify underserved markets for
investment, income density is a metric of growing
popularity. Simply put, when it comes to market demand

for basic, affordable, quality retail goods, including
bank products, any lack of per capita income in lowincome urban neighborhoods is more than compensated
by the exceptional density of the region.
Our research indicates that Los Angeles’ low-income
communities present a loyal, solid customer profile
that would utilize between four and six revenuegenerating financial services. Geographic proximity
and a fair and transparent fee structure appear to
be the key components of customer loyalty. Trust
of financial service providers (whether a mainstream
bank or an alternative provider) appears to come
with experience and working relationships. The
Banked trust banks, but not AFS providers.
Our findings further show that those who use AFS—both
the cross-over and the AFS-only segments—also offer
banks an unclaimed market for the financial services these
households now purchase from alternative providers.
Our prior research has shown those who use AFS pay a
median amount of $700 a year just to cash checks, and
an undetermined additional amount for other services.17
In the study area alone, representing a 2000 U.S. Census
count of 578,705 persons, aggregate AFS fees could
amount to tens of millions of dollars annually.
The cross-over population appears to provide
a particularly strong potential market for banking
services. While cross-over customers maintain a
bank account for certain purposes, such as to receive
direct deposit from an employer, they purchase other
financial products based on perceived value from
AFS providers. Regularly using both banks and
AFS providers, this group has no significant negative
perceptions associated with either industry player.
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Similarly, the Los Angeles region’s substantial cash
economy segment may offer a promising market
for banks. The study indicates that these are working,
multi-earner households that spend and transact
regularly in the local economy. They have lived in this
country, on average, for well over a decade. Although
they transact only in cash, their trust intuitively lies with
the U.S. banking system over AFS providers. They are
disciplined money managers: on a salary well below
the poverty line in a median range of $10,000 to $14,999,
they set aside almost $3,000 per year to send to
their families abroad. Viewed as a form of saving, the
remittance behavior of these families is impressive.
To date, the banking industry has largely missed
these market opportunities. Some banks are moving
to offer fee-based transactional products that compete
with AFS services.18 Conversely, some AFS providers
plan to offer low-balance depository products for
their loyal customers.19 However, the nation’s largest
banks have so far proved unwilling to meet the
underserved population on its terms. Outside of the
publicly led Bank On effort, few financial institutions
have taken voluntary steps to encourage unbanked
individuals to open accounts and build assets, even
when legislation offers a path to do so. For example,
the USA PATRIOT Act allows banks to accept alternative,
foreign government–issued identification like the Mexican
Matrícula Consular to open bank accounts for unbanked
immigrants regardless of their legal status.20 In 2001,
Wells Fargo Bank was a leader in accepting the
alternative identification, opening more than 400,000
new accounts within 30 months. The Mexican government
estimated that 4 million Matrícula Consular were issued
in the United States as of 2004, a number that has
likely doubled or tripled since then.21 Despite having
the legal authority to do so, few financial institutions
accept foreign government–issued identification
other than passports, nor do they make other
efforts to reach out to unbanked immigrants.

Need for Appropriate Regulation
and Consumer Protection Policy
Our study suggests that banking promotes saving
in the United States. Banked families, whatever their
mode of payment from employers, are more likely
to save, and they save in their local bank.22 Further,
as earlier Pew research demonstrates, parents who
save significantly contribute to the upward economic
mobility of their children.23 In contrast, families who
live in the cash economy send their disposable

income out of the country, and AFS-only families,
who pay the highest fees for financial transactions,
save and remit at relatively lower levels.
Although cash economy families in some respects
demonstrate financially responsible behavior to a
greater degree than users of AFS services, living in
the cash economy carries significant individual risks
of being the victim of theft, fraud or loss. Banking
the cash economy segment would reduce these
risks. Also, by increasing the chance that they would
file tax returns, banking this segment could increase
their income, since most of the individuals in this
segment would likely be eligible for the tax credit
targeted at low-income households were they to
file. In addition, the size of this population and its
seeming resistance to change has larger implications
for municipalities like the City of Los Angeles and
for the nation at large. Higher levels of crime against
cash economy households add up to higher levels
of crime in the City and in the nation. Inability to track
the cash economy’s earning and spending leads to
loss of tax revenue. The failure of the earned income
tax credit program to fully reach this group reduces
their spending power in the local economy.

The study’s findings suggest several policy
directions for further investigation.
• First, a worker’s form of payment can prompt
him or her to open a bank account. This indicates
that localities, states or nations interested in banking
their unbanked populations should examine how
they can increase the use of direct-deposit payment
among employers, starting with the government as
employer. The City of San Francisco, for example, is
moving to have all its employees paid by direct
deposit, as the logical next step in its Bank On
campaign.24 On the national scale, the U.S. military’s
move to direct-deposit paychecks dramatically
increased the banked percentage of troops—and
improved military readiness.25 The federal government’s
encouragement of direct deposit for Social Security
checks, estimated at 83% of all recipients, led to more
recipients opening bank accounts.26
• Second, more financial education and assetbuilding strategies are required to responsibly
capture the cash economy segment of the country
and to ensure these individuals do not quickly join
the ranks of the dissatisfied previously banked.
Similar programs are needed to help those who use
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predatory AFS products shift to lower-cost and betterregulated services. In Los Angeles, for example, the
City has rolled out its “Bank On Los Angeles” social
marketing campaign in conjunction with citywide
reforms that offer integrated financial education,
tax preparation services and asset-building programs
across its social safety net agencies, collectively referred
to as the Family-Source Center system.
• Third, the failure of the banking industry
to reach out to the underserved of the population
with products and services it needs calls for

legislative or regulatory solutions that encourage
safe, regulated check-cashing services, payment
mechanisms, money-transfer systems, low-balance
depository products and small-dollar loan
programs that help these customers move
toward the financial mainstream. In addition, the
PHG survey’s confirmation of the traditional wisdom
that all consumers overwhelmingly use financial
service providers near their home re-emphasizes
the importance of policies that encourage banks
to maintain branch offices in low- and moderateincome communities.

NEXT STEPS
Over the next year, we will continue to assess
the financial behavior of residents in the eight
communities, the impact of such choices on their
well-being and the effect of policy efforts to date.

Wave Two: A Second Data Point
This study has been designed as a multi-wave,
longitudinal survey that tracks the financial behaviors
of low-income households over time. Wave One was
conducted from July to September 2009. Wave Two
fielded in May 2010 and is set to finish in July 2010.
By collecting data at two points in time for the same
set of households, a richer analysis can be conducted.
The resulting data and analyses may help us answer
questions raised by the first wave or confirm patterns
discerned in the initial study. Behavioral correlations
can be established using multivariate regression
analysis. Also, we hope to establish a measure of
predictive capacity among our banked and unbanked
households. The data also will enable study analysts
to measure the financial evolution of the 2,000 tracked
households across the current economic recession.
After Wave Two, Pew will issue a report with refined
sets of findings and recommendations, expected
later this year.

Evaluation of the Bank On Los Angeles Campaign
In March 2009, Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa
announced the launch of the Bank On Los Angeles
campaign to encourage unbanked and underbanked
residents to move their savings and financial relationships
into mainstream banks. The campaign, supported

by PHG research, was piloted in four low-income
neighborhoods that were shown to have empirically
high percentages of unbanked households.27 These
four neighborhoods, as well as four other similarly
situated low-income neighborhoods outside of the
Bank On program, were selected as part of the PHG
study area. The social marketing campaign associated
with Bank On Los Angeles did not begin in earnest
until the fall of 2009, after the completion of Wave One
of the survey. Wave Two fieldwork will be completed
after the initial ramp-up of the Bank On pilot, including
the pilot’s first tax-preparation season. Although
assessing efficacy of the Bank On program is not the
primary inquiry of the PHG study, this longitudinal
research comparing Bank On neighborhoods against
a control group of neighborhoods will evaluate the early
behavioral impacts of the public sector–led campaign.
Any findings can inform other municipalities engaging
in this growing movement to bank the Unbanked.

Addition of a Health Module
Given the scale and rigor of the financial-behavior
data to be accumulated in this banking study, PHG
has chosen to add an additional set of questions
to the Second Wave survey that examine the social
factors that affect health in this population, particularly
the extent to which participation in the financial
mainstream affects health. PHG aims to conduct two
additional waves of health surveying with the same
participating Los Angeles households. The first wave
of fieldwork began in December 2009. The health survey
will measure health care consumption behaviors;
insurance coverage in low-income households; the
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MORE ON METHODOLOGY
In selecting the methodology for this survey, PHG’s intent was to ensure a level of rigor above that
typically underwritten by industry market research or policy advocates. For this reason, the primary data
collection methodology was interviewer-administered, face-to-face interviews of residents in their homes
using random location sampling. Because this research approach is relatively high cost and labor intensive,
it has largely been replaced by easier and less costly telephone and online surveys. However, PHG
recognized that an online survey or purely telephone-based data collection would have been inadequate
for a study such as this, which seeks to reach respondents who are unbanked or who are cash players in
low-income urban areas. This is because many unbanked individuals lack regular access to computers
and have no listed telephone number – and our demographic data confirm this to be true for our survey
population. An online or telephone data collection approach would eliminate a large percentage of
the intended target population. Additionally, our research experience shows that telephone-only surveys
typically have extremely high drop-off rates at the 10-minute mark, as well as extremely high attrition in
subsequent waves. Both our face-to-face approach and our cash incentives (discussed below) help mitigate
these problems and enable us to conduct a survey with a longer instrument and multiple waves.

health impacts of financial stress; the economic impacts
of poor health decisions; the scale of the cash market
for health care services; and social determinants within
communities that impact health. We think these
data will provide context to the findings from our
financial-behavior study and point to additional
policy issues to consider.
The longitudinal study centers on a panel of 2,000
respondents drawn from a select group of eight
low-income neighborhoods located throughout the
City of Los Angeles, who were the subject of a twophase survey conducted over the course of a year,
with six to nine months between waves.28 Respondents
recruited for the panel were targeted to represent two
specific sub-groups: (a) 1,000 unbanked households,
defined as those with no current bank account; and
(b) 1,000 banked households, defined as those who
have at least one bank account. Approximately 3,600
households were contacted over the duration of
Wave One to reach the above quotas.
For Wave One, respondents were screened and
recruited via a door-to-door, interviewer-administered
approach determined by random location sampling.
Proportional quotas were determined for each of
the eight target neighborhood geographies based
on the broader sample quota of 1,000 banked

households and 1,000 unbanked households.
Each of the neighborhoods was further subdivided
according to census block group quotas using
weighted census data. Individual quotas per block
group were assigned via a Geographic Information
Systems system based on the percentage each
block group represents in terms of the total
population of the census tracts represented
in the neighborhood.
Three households per block group were randomly
selected as possible starting points. If qualified
respondents were not available at the first household,
the second household was approached, followed by
the third, if necessary. Up to four subsequent attempts
were made to re-contact these starting households
at different times of day. Upon the successful screening
and recruitment of a household, interviewers
approached other households per block, skipping
a specific number of homes based on each block
group’s population size and target quota. The City
of Los Angeles assisted field researchers to obtain
safe access to large public housing projects and
arranged a safe interview location in the building.
All interviewers were instructed to request the
participation of the head of household or the
individuals who share responsibility for household
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financial decisions. If these individuals were not
available, the interviewers returned to the household
at a different time. Once deemed eligible, respondents
were recruited into the panel and immediately
administered the questionnaire. Interviews were
attempted at different times of day, including both
peak and off-peak employment hours, to ensure
comprehensive representation of the target areas.
Interviewers reflected the ethnic and racial backgrounds
of the target areas’ demographics. Because the
population of these neighborhoods is heavily Latino,
most interviewers were fluent in both Spanish and
English. All interviews were conducted in the respondents’
language of choice.29 A total incentive amount of $75
was offered to each participating panel member and
dispersed through two stages: $30 immediately
following Wave One interviews and $45 upon the
successful completion of Wave Two interviews.

The survey consisted of between 70 and 150 questions,
depending on the respondent’s answers and financial
behaviors. Nearly all questions were closed-ended,
multiple-choice questions. Any open-ended questions
were reviewed and categorized after fieldwork. The
interviews lasted between 30 and 60 minutes, depending
on the number of questions asked and the language
of interview. In describing attributes of the banked
and unbanked populations, each consisting of 1,000
randomly selected households, the margin for error
is +/- 3.1% at a 95% confidence interval. The Wave
One survey instrument is available upon request
from the authors. The Wave Two survey instrument
was finalized in May 2010. While most questions
remain the same to preserve the longitudinal nature
of the study, some revisions were made. Promising
areas of inquiry received follow-up questions. Other
questions with ambiguous results were refined.
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APPENDIX A

FIGURE 10

RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Mean Score, 7 pt. scale
Mean age
Percent foreign born
Average length of time in the U.S.
Average household size
OCCUPATION

EDUCATION

Banked

Unbanked

40.4 years

34.5 years

65%

69%

21.2 years

14.4 years

4.4 pp

4.7 pp

Non tech/non professional

31%

31%

Homemaker

24%

34%

Unemployed

12%

13%

Technical

7%

4%

Less than high school/some HS

39%

51%

HS graduate

32%

33%

Vocational/community college/some college

20%

13%

College graduate and higher

9%

1%

Median annual household income

$15,000 to $24,999

$10,000 to $14,999

Use the Internet? Yes

43%

29%

Voted in any U.S. election in the past? Yes

43%

20%
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APPENDIX B

FIGURE 11

LONGEVITY OF BANKED STATUS
A2

1

81%

2

3 or more

15%

2%

A1

1 year or less

11%

2–4 years

19%

5–10 years

11–15 years

16–20 years

21 years or more

29%

12%

11%

17%

SURVEY QUESTION A2: How many banks or credit unions do you currently use?
SURVEY QUESTION A1: How many years has it been since you opened your very first bank account?
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=1,000
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APPENDIX C

FIGURE 12

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES

Banked

Unbanked

Rent/mortgage

$989

$731

Utilities

$207

$138

Phone

$100

$64

TV

$63

$52

Groceries

$354

$344

TOTAL

$1,712

$1,329

Estimated Monthly HH Expenses

SURVEY QUESTION: Please estimate your monthly household expenses in the following categories.
SURVEY BASE: Total banked respondents, N=1,000, Total unbanked respondents, N=1,021
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APPENDIX D
FIGURE 13

TARGET NEIGHBORHOODS: BANK ON

BOYLE HEIGHTS

WESTLAKE/PICO UNION

PACOIMA

VERNON-CENTRAL
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APPENDIX D

...continued

FIGURE 14

TARGET NEIGHBORHOODS: CONTROL GROUP

SOUTH FIGUEROA CORRIDOR

BALDWIN VILLAGE/LEIMERT PARK
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